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**Title word cross-reference**

(2, 2) [LTC+15]. $C_s$, $P_t$ [HJP15]. 1
[DDG+15, FGR17, KSA12, LL14, MBRM15, PG11, WWW16, XZLL18, ZX16]. 2
[DDG+15]. 2$^{2n+1} - 1$ [BG15]. 2$^{2n+2} - 1$ [BG15]. 2$^{2n}$ [AJ15]. 2$^n$
[BG15]. 2$^{2q} + 1$ [AJ15]. 2$^{2q}$ + 3 [AJ15]. 3
[DB13, GHFY18, GB10, jLbLzH18, LJ15, ZZLL18]. 5
[AJ15]. * [NHC13]. + [YB16]. 2
[Cha10b, Hua14]. 3 [Cha10b, SC10]. e
[NHC13]. cyclical [YLLS16], c [KRDH13],
$m$ [Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10]. $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
[BBK10, DD10b]. $L_p$ [KV16]. $L_p$ [KV16], $m$ [Fan10]. $n$
[Fan10, Fan11, LLF17]. $O(k)$ [DLV10], $p$
-Layer [DDG\textsuperscript{+15}]. -Means [KRDH13].
-Means [EA17]. -Metric [TRY16].
-Moduli [AJ15]. -Multiple [LTC\textsuperscript{+15}].
-Nearest [GYDX12, WCL15].
-Neighborhood [KSA12]. -NMF [MP18].
-Pancycle-Connectivity [Fan10].
1 [BV15]. 128 [LJ18a, LYD\textsuperscript{+18}].
3 [NYT\textsuperscript{+11}]. 3D [AOS\textsuperscript{+15}]. 3D-RP [AOS\textsuperscript{+15}].
4 [YYO15].
5G [RASM17].
6 [XHC\textsuperscript{+15}]. 64/128 [LJ18a].
7 [AAZ13]. 754 [AAHTH10].
802.11 [OKA17, RHF\textsuperscript{+15}]. 802.11p [GH17].
978-0-262-02649-9 [Lar10].
978-0-387-33333-5 [Gaz10].
978-0-521-88038-1 [Maj10].
978-1-4020-5529-4 [Jas10].
978-1-4200-4757-8 [Joh10].
978-981-277-171-1 [Lev10a].
= [AD16].

AADL [BCK\textsuperscript{+11}]. AAS [ALZ\textsuperscript{+17}].
abatement [HHH\textsuperscript{+18}]. ABE [QZZ18].
Accelerating [VRD10, VO16]. Acceleration [PHM\textsuperscript{+12}]. Accelerator [WOLP15]. Accelerometer [CAV17].
Access [CK15, HSMY12, JCSZ13, KHC15, LWDZ16, LPL15, LLLW17, RHF\textsuperscript{+15}, RASM17, XTH11, ZTRW11, ZVH11, ZDL\textsuperscript{+17}].
Accurate [PB14, RT12, YB16]. Achieve [DBC18, Tan15]. Achieving [ABG\textsuperscript{+12}, BN14, KCZJ14]. ACORN [ZFL18]. across [PSS10]. Action [WWHL12]. Active [CLM16, LJ15, OJSO14]. Activities [BY14, NHMI13, WL18]. Activity [BY16, CLLH13, DSTC12, GRK13, KTC\textsuperscript{+11}, MGBD15, WXLL18, ZHL\textsuperscript{+17}]. Activity-Aware [DSTC12]. Acyclic [BBB\textsuperscript{+15}, PGBFW14]. Ad [BBM10, BAFF11, GH17, GGZC11, HC15, SJS12, SGG\textsuperscript{+13}, WCKH10, YWSH10, YDE11, YT11, ZYR\textsuperscript{+13}]. Adaptability [LSW10]. Adaptation [CMSML16, Khao11, RDB14b, TY14, ZSX10]. Adapted [GRK13, HM13]. Adaptive [AS11, AAIH10, ABCG11, BACD13, FFH17, FXV13, GN10, GTM15, HZW\textsuperscript{+14}, HT16, HLZ15, HXLX18, ISH13, JDS12, KX5\textsuperscript{+10}, KCZJ14, LCH16, LH11, LNZ\textsuperscript{+15}, LL11b, MDY15, SVP13, WHXH12, WLI\textsuperscript{+14}, XYL\textsuperscript{+11}, ZLX\textsuperscript{+15}]. Adder [BG15]. Adder-Based [BG15]. Adic [BPK10, DD10b]. AdSelector [LS17].
Advertisement [LS17]. Advertising [LNBFP13, WXZ\textsuperscript{+12}]. AES [BW16, SY15].
AES-Like [BW16]. AET [HTC\textsuperscript{+15}].
Affiliation [XLM\textsuperscript{+12}, XGLM14, ZXLW15].
Affiliation-Hiding [XLM\textsuperscript{+12}, XGLM14, ZXLW15]. Affine [LYL\textsuperscript{+18}]. Against [BVS\textsuperscript{+13}, BL15b, BL16, CW12a, CMA14, GDCC16, H LJ\textsuperscript{+15}, LA12, LÔ10, SGH15, SLY\textsuperscript{+16}, WSA15, Che15a, HLLG18]. Agent [AFGG11, BL11, CFMR14, GK17, KTTRJ10, LR14, Nic11, PXG\textsuperscript{+17}, RA14,
Rog11, SNG+10, TKB11, ZLG15, dFHP+11. 
Agent-Based 
[BL11, KTRJ10, Nc11, TKB11]. Agents 
[BH10, Cor11, FT11, SZB15, SYH11, ZC10]. 
Aggregate [AGF15]. Aggregating 
[MHH18]. Aggregation [SJ18a]. 
Aggregations [CTIAP12]. Agreeing 
[vdALM+10]. Agreement [Chi16, MDS15, XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15, dAEN+18]. 
Ahead [JMB12]. Ahead-of-Time [JMB12]. 
AI [BT18]. Aided [GMSV14]. Air 
[XYL+11]. Air-Cushion [XYL+11]. al 
[LLSW16]. Alan 
[DH12b, ZF17]. Algebraic 
[WCXZ17]. Algebra 
[HTG12]. Algol 
[Gra12]. Algorithm 
[AK12, AUB11, BZ5+16, BKP11, Cal12, CW11, Che14, CFJ+13, CGVP15, DA14, DLV10, DB13, FS18, GAVRRL16, HM16, HLJ+15, HQL17, KJ11, KR14, KV15b, LL11a, LL14, LR14, LYL+18, LVC11, LVI7, MSH+11, OR12, RJ18, SC11, SZW+18, SLL15, WZCC18, WS10, WLZ+18, XHTH13, XYL+11, ZJ18+14, yZdZhZ18, ZS10, ZTM18]. Algorithmic 
[BT18, Mur10b]. Algorithms 
[BBM10, BCG12, BMRS11, CC11, CHL14, CMSL16, DE10, GF17, HJK13, HK15, KR13H13, Kha16, KTRJ18, LSI4, Mar10a, MBRM15, PB14, SJA17, STW+18, SSK12, TKM11, Tah11, Tim11, WOV+10, WCW+18, YLY+17, YDE11, YS15, ZBY+10, ZW15, wZfG15, ZX16, ZDZ+15a, Cun07]. 
Alignment [IA15, VRD10]. 
All-Against-All [LA12]. Alliance [Ans10]. 
Allocation [BAFF11, CLH+14, CMKJ10, CL16, Do11, FGS15, HGZ10, KV15a, KL10, KZY16, KCZJ14, LZW+17, LS14, NNN+14, OBA16, PZZ+17, PCC+16, RAJ15, SLV+11, SKK+12, SZB15, ZJH+15]. Almost 
[GDCC16]. Almost-Tight [GDCC16]. 
Amazon [AHFE18]. Ambient [CvdT10, LIV10, PSS10, SS10a, SSS15, vDvWE10]. 
Ami [SKK+12]. Ammann [Maj10]. AMPS 
[GTM15]. Analogies [NLDH11]. Analyzing 
[GSS14]. Analysis [ASCTFP16, AHM15, BV15, BFCRH14, BCK+11, CTIAP12, CW11, CWRZ18, CCY10, CHL18, CAV17, DLM+14, Das17, DBHC15, DHW10, Dim13, EDH+18, Fra11, GRVD+15, GH17, GMS+12, HJL16, IAG+14, LZZZ13, LSTC11, ML13, Ma10, Meg18, MBRM15, MUR10a, NSA15, NP16, Pek12, PTON18, RHF+15, RMGT11, SY15, SSS+12b, SKK18, Tai11, VCK15, WGS17, WHP+13, XS11, ZH15, ZDM+15, ZYY+13, jZ18, ZL15, KZ18, TZ11]. 
Analysis-Based [Mg18]. Analytic 
[ZW15]. Analytical [LDK11]. Analytics 
[AGF15]. Analyzer [SS12b]. Analyzing 
[DLL+13, SS10b]. Anchor [NZ14]. and/or 
[YL+13]. ANEEC [PWY+13]. Animal 
[KTC+11]. Animation [SPS+18]. 
Annealing [HGZ10]. Annotated 
[AT15, Cal11b, SHH+15]. Announcement 
[ALZ+17]. Anomalies [ZYWW13]. 
Anomaly [BBK11]. Anonymity 
[IDVGMP+13]. Anonymization 
[MP18, SWL12]. Anonymous 
[Chi12, HH14, Ver17, Wan14, WYM16, YZ12, ZJ14, ZM16, ALZ+17]. 
Answering [CJY17]. Ant 
[WS10, ZDZ+15b]. Ant-based [WS10]. 
Anticycle [HB11]. Anti [SK18a, TPG+15]. 
Anti-Packet [TPG+15]. Anti-Smishing 
[SK18a]. Antidimensional [TRY16]. 
Appearance [SA11]. Appliance [CLL13]. 
Appliance-Aware [CLL13]. Application 
[BPK10, CLRJ14, CBA18, CRGM14, DAO14, Dim13, Kup15, MGBD15, RB214b, TAC+18, TEP+16, WXX18, WHP+13, XHT13, ZH15, ZM16]. Application-Level [CRGM14]. 
Application-Specific [DAO14, TEP+16]. 
Applications [AAH10, Ang13, ABL+18, Awa13, BDC11, BBP13, BFMT15, CFX+15, CCC+10, CRGM14, DGI5a, ETR+16, GB15, KHC14, KLL14, LWDZ16, LR14, MGM12, NP16, Nic11, PB12, PHM+12, PL18, RAK17, RHH12, RR16, WOV+10, XZA14,
Approach [AKA15, AZHASD14, AGP10, BDT10, BS16, BFMT15, CFM17, CTD18, CJYY17, CQS13, Chi16, CW12b, CRGM14, DG15a, ELS11, FP18, FET17, HLAZ15, HS11, HY11, HZJS17, KHC15, KAS13, KZY16, LH11, LAP11, LHmXJ11, LJ18b, LLV10, MDY15, MKN13, MMPBI0, MHHGSH16, OLL15, OKA11, PK18, PRG+10, PTWB14, RHH12, RLVRGÁI5, ŠLV+11, SH15, SK18a, TLR11, TA16a, VFM+14, VKC15, WGZW14, WXZ+12, YMS+15, YLLS16, ZW15, ZHY+14, CPSK07, Gaz10].

Approaches [CQL10, GTB10, JHHC15, LCMC11, TB11].

Approximate [Che14, IJY+14, YHGL17].

Approximation [LS14, Mar10a, Gon07].

Approximations [TEP+16].

Arbitrary [GDKP10].

Arbitration [Kup15].

Arbitrator [WSA15].

Archimedean [Ana10].

Architectural [Fra11].

Architecture [ACW13, AS11, AV16, ASG15, CXF+15, CCCS11, CP16, CLL10, EOII15, EDH+18, GDKP10, GB12, HMM11, yHR+12, IMS10, KJ11, KSI18, LCX14, NPTZ16, PCC+16, RMP10, SKK15, TV12, VBM10, WF10, WWW+17, ZLG15].

Architecture-Level [yHR+12].

Architecture/OS [CLL10].

Architectures [ABS12, GMS+12, HYZ17, HMM18, OLF+17, PHM+12, ZZX16].

ArchSORS [OLF+17].

Area [AK12, BKP10, CQS13, DDL17, yHR+12, IAG+14, KLI4, KSPR15, LSCG10, PL16, SAKOK11, SJS12, XLXZ17, YZJH12].

Area-Feature [BKP10].

Area-Thickness [DDL17].

Argumentation [HHJC15].

Argumentation-Driven [HHJC15].

Arithmetic [LSTC11, Par15].

Armed [LV17].

Arrangement [CQS13, MRPR15].

Arrays [PC12].

Article [SMLM14].

Articles [CWWK14].

Artificial [GV16, Lev11b, LLV10, SS10a].

Ary [LLF17, CZCD18, Fan10, Fan11, Kor11, WCC13].

Ascending [Mer13].

ASCENT [BCKM17].

Ashman [SLW+17, ASIC [NYT+11].

ASICs [Jas10, Nur07].

Aspects [NL10].

assembly [WCL+11].

Assessing [ARR+16].

Assessment [RMB15, THY+18, TKB18].

Asset [Tim11].

Asset-Task [Tim11].

Assets [GTN10].

Assignment [GTON10, NG17, PTWB14, SJ18b, Tim11, WGL+18, ZHL+17].

Assignments [ACP+11].

Assisting [MBG15].

Associate [Llo13].

Associated [CW11].

Association [GBA18, HK13].

Associative [ZSJ10].

Assortative [Meg16].

Assumption [GWW+13].

Assumptions [IAG+14, PDH15, RKB15, YLL+17].

Assurance [RBNB15].

Assured [LMA+15, Tan15].

Asymmetric [OBA16, SPdP18, XL12, XLM14, XLW15].

Asynchronous [DGFG13, Hie13, KW11, LAP11, ZLX+15].

Atmospheric [LBK15].

Atomic [DGFG13, MP18].

Attack [DSB15, GDCC16, HLJ+15, HLAZ15, KH10, LLSW16, PP17, ZFL18, YTL+18].

Attackers [BL15b, BL16].

Attacking [YZJH12].

Attacks [BS16, BKBK14, Che15a, CL18, CMA14, HLLG18, LJ18a, LYD+18, LÓ10, SY15, SP15, SH15, SGH15, TV12, YL17].

Attribute [CD16, GSW+16, HSMY12, HSMY14, LW16, WDCL18, WHLH16, ZZM17a, ZZM17b, ZDL+17, Ver17].

Attribute-Based [CD16, GSW+16, HSMY12, HSMY14, LW16, WDCL18, WHLH16, ZMM17a, ZMM17b, ZDL+17, Ver17].

Auction [CLH+14, FZCL18, KZY16, LZWY18, YHGL17, ZJH+15].

Auction-Based [KZY16, LZWY18].

Auctions [FXV13, Vel10].

Auditing [LLLW17].

Augmentation [WHSW15].

Augmentation-Based [WHSW15].

Augmented
B [EDH+18, KOA15, RT12]. B-spline [RT12].
Baccelli [Kon10, Pen10]. Back [Har10b]. Backbone [DE10].
Background [KS16]. Backoff [IA+14]. Backward [LCX+14, XTH13].
Bad [KCC15]. Baier [Lar10]. Balanced [XHC+15]. Balancing
[CMY17, LMMP16, RLTZ17, YWR+14].

Ballots [CW12a]. Bandit [LV17, PANH10].
Bandwidth [CLLL17, LFHF14, LWZ+18, SKK+12, SLW+17, WCKH10].
Bandwidth-Availability-Based [LFHF14]. Bandwidth-Based [WCKH10]. Bank
[KV16]. Barrier [KSH+14]. Based
[AOS+15, AFGG11, AV16, AZHASD14, AJ17, ABS12, ACJP11, AS15, BL11, BWLA16, BMM17, BG15, BDC11, BU11, BGM+13, BACD13, Cal12, CLI14, CCUA14, CBA18, CCL14, CI17, CZCD18, CCC+10, CZL+18, CHDP17, Chi12, CD16, CSS16, DE10, DJ12a, DJ12, DA18, DB13, EA17, ED09, ED10, EM18, Erg11, FEDHL16, FNP12, FF17, FVS17, FS18, GW+13, GWCC15, GSW+16, GLBS13, G17, GDDC16, GYDX12, GX13, GJ15, HSMY12, HSMY14, HJ+15, H+15, HQL17, HHL10, HZX15, HLC10a, HuR+15, HHHC16, HH14, HP17, IS13, IDVGMP+13, JDAS12, JD12, JHC15, J+17, KS18, KHC15, KAS13, KTTRJ18, KTTRJ10, KZY16, KVX12, LMG17, LG+18, LYY+18a, LHYW12, LP14, LDLJ15, LTH+15, LDZ16, LTZ16, LPL17, LPL15, LSLW15, LS14, LY10, LLI1b, LLY+18, LLLL17, LW13, LP13, LFHF14, LGHD15, LW16, LCXZ16, LHZ18, LVL10, LV17, LGPRH14, LNBFP13]. Based
[LDB+15, LLS17, LLF17, LLH18, Ma17, ML13, MBC15, MK13, Meg18, MGBD15, NS15, NS15, N16, Nic11, OKA11, PABD10, PB12, PL11, PR11, PYM+15, PDNH15, PYS18, PL18, Pop11, PP17, RHH12, RDZ+16, RSW14, RAJ15, RRC+15, RJV13, dMRGAS18, SV15, SAKOK11, SJ18a, SM16, SL10a, SH15, SLW+17, SK18b, SJ18b, SKK18, SLZ15, S15, STB14, TR11, Tan11, TP15, TA16a, TA16b, TNW14, TT12, TH15, TV12, TKB11, UKW+18, VBV14, VCA15, W17, Wan14, WS15, WZCC18, WT18, WDC18, W15, WCKH10, WT10, WMS+12, WC+14, WHS15, XLM+14, XXW11, XGLM14,

[BDL+13, CCY10, CKH18, DLL+13].
Authenticated
[FVS17, XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15].
Authenticating [OKG+12].
Authentication [HLLC11, Jia17, KS18, MBC15, WZXL12, WZCC18, WT10].
Authority [XZLW15, ZDL+17].

Authority
[LMG17, SRD+12, YKK18]. Authorized
[GHY18, HT+15, LLS16, Ma17].
Automata [BLS16, BE12, Che15b, Dan11, IS15, Kap11, KV15b, PC12, YEFVJ15].
Automated [CXH14, DLM+14, GLB13, KTC+11, NBN14, PBH+13, Vel10].
Automatic [AFKT12, FAFD15, IDVGMP13, LHF11, MT11, PWY+13, TA16a, YLLS16].
Automatically [NC16].
Automation [BT18, FWC13]. Automaton
[GJ16, LNP11]. Autonomic [KAS13].
Autonomous [DB15, HHV17, WYL+13].
Availability [CWRZ18, LFHF14].
Available [ZDC18]. Average
[KMNA+16]. Avoidance [CRGM14, SM16].
AVX [GK16]. AVX2 [ML18]. Aware
[ACG+11, AGP10, BZS+16, Cha10a, CCL+18, CLH13, CP16, CK10, CL16, CMY17, Cor11, DJA15, DSTC12, Do11, GM11, GHMP18, HZWT15, JG15, KHC15, KR15, LR14, LVS+14, MS+11, NS15, RAKJ17, RASM17, RR16, RRC15, SS15, SCT18b, VO16, W17, W18, WCH10, XZY+10, XL17, YDE11, YGLV15, Z317b, AV16, HM15, OB18, TYL+18, WS10]. Awareness [RL11].
Axes [Wili12a]. Axial [VBVP14].
XZW+17, YC11, YGFL15, YWR+14, YYO15, YMWS11, YHS+17, ZTGBW11, ZWJ+14, ZDM+15, ZZ+C, ZCL+12, ZCL13, ZMW16, ZZ17, ZZM17a, jZ18, ZCX+16, ZVH11, ZVG16, ZYM18, ZDCZ18, ZSJ10, ZZZ14, ZHL15, ZDZ+15b, BWR12, FM11, GH17, HY11, Hsu12, HHH+18, based [IA15, KJ11, LSW10, MS14, NS16, RLVRGA15, SZW+18, TYL+18, WHL16, WS10, WXZ+12, WWJ18, XLSZ17, YWFQ18, Ver17], Bases [Sta18], Basis [BBP13, Bro10, FGR17, Mel13], Bat [SZW+18], Bayesian [Cha11, GOR+10, SF17], BCPL [Ric13], BE [VRD10], Bees [RLVRGA15, XYL+11], Before [SWLZ12], Behavior [SCHK18, TKB11], Behavioral [Cao10, Cao14, GIP+12a, GIP+12b], Behaviors [GAF+15, VB16], Behaviour [WDW12], Behaviours [RiCH10], Benchmarking [Jar12, MSW+12, TU17], Benchmarks [LPV10, WT12], Bending [Xie11], Better [HM16, JG15], Between [JLS11, RSW14, SpdGPM18, ZC10, LCX14], Betweenness [Che14], Beyond [Roc12], Bézier [GTS+11], BFT [CNV13], BFT-TO [CNV13], Bibliography [Cal11b], Bidders [FXV13, Vel10], Bidirectional [HC15], Big [NPTZ16, NP16, XLSZ17], Big-Data [NPTZ16], Bilinear [ASS15, IL15], Binary [ACP11, FET17, LVC11, Mer13, RCS16, SSS16, SK18b, Sta18, TPV18, YTV16], Binding [ARR+16, CK10], Bio [ABG+12], Bio-Inspired [ABG+12], Bioinspiration [XYL+11], Biological [Mit12, STW+18], BioMedical [AJ17], Biometric [NGAuHQ16, YYY+17], BIP [ACP11], Bipancycle [Fan10], Bipancycle-Connectivity [Fan10], Bipancyclic [Fan10], Bipartite [WHS+16], Bird [HQL17], Birds [HQL17], Birthmark [PiLCH11, YWFQ18], Biswapped [CL17, LC14, XS11], Bit [CHL14, GGZC11, JJO+17, OLL15], YLL+12, KVVX12], Bit-Parallel [CHL14], Bit-Vectors [OLL15], Bits [Sin12, YCL17], BlackjackBench [DLM+14], Blind [BCPV11, LGPRH14, Tan11, YMWS11], Block [STW+18, YCL17, ZX16], Blockchain [BT18, PTOM18], Blogs [HY15], BMC [YDHW18], Board [EÇGK16], Body [BY14, FFH17, KL14, KSPR15], Body-Worn [BY14], Book [Gaz10, Jas10, Joh10, Lar10, Lev10a, Lev11a, Maj10, Mar10a, Uli11], Boolean [AGR15, SLZ15], Boosted [ÖKA11], Boosting [FNP12, ZZM17b], Bootstrapping [WWXH18], both [SDN15], Botnet [NSA15], Bottom [BG+13], Bottom-Up [BG+13], Bound [RMR+15a], Boundary [BKPS10], Bounded [KLA+15, PDNH15, QZZ18, ZYT13], Bounding [CTIAP12, MPLDV13], Bounds [ASCTFP16, GF17, Jia17, L15, PB14], BOUQUET [MMH18], Box [BW16, LYL+18, RMP10], boxes [L15], BPEL [MK15, aSPW17], Brain [YBVP14], Branches [YLC15], Branching [GF13, WCW10], Breaking [CLS15], Bribery [CW12a], Bridge [zZdZa18], British [GG10], Broadcast [FYF+18, LMGC17, LMG+18, MSPP17], Broker [BBB12], Browsing [YZZY12], BT [WT12], Bubble [WWW16], Bubble-Sort [WWW16], Buffering [NHC13], Bug [ZLJC16], Building [DFG10, HHCL10, JG15, Lev12, RMB11, SRD+12], Built [Gra12], Bulk [BV15], Burnt [SLZ16], Business [DBC18, LDB+15, WDW12], Butterfly [RMP+16], Bypassing [WZ17], Bytecode [BDT10], C [AD16, LCMC11, WY10], C# [PS17], C-like [LCMC11], C-Planarity [AD16], C3ware [LPL14], Cache
[FET17, FGR17, HPG+15, IK17, JYP+15, JS15, LR10, PT13, SPJA11, Yil12, ZCL+12, ZSJ10, KAZ18]. Classifier

Clusters [HHV17, PXG+17, WT12]. Co [HY15, LLZY15, SK18b, ZYY+13, LHYW12].

Co-Channel [ZYY+13]. Co-creation [HY15]. Co-occurrence [SK18b].

Co-Occurring [LLZY15].

Co-SVC-MDC-Based [LHYW12].

Coalgebraic [KPP+11]. Coalition
[Ano10, LWW13].

Codd [HLL11].

Code [CCL+13, DD10b, DG13, GDKP10, LLDL17, QO17, SV15, SJ14, Sta18, Tah11, WCCL13, XHC+15, ZZX16]. Code-Based [SV15].

Coded [ECLI5, XHQX18]. Codes [FAFD15, KBN10]. Coding

[JYL18, LR12, PBL14, Whi12a, WCXZ17].

Coefficients [GB10]. Coercion [CW12a].

Coexistence [AZHASD14, PR11].

Cognitive [DA18, KV16, MDN+11, NB12, SJA17, Sak10, SJ18b, ZHJ17, ZIJH+15].

Cohesive [FMRS17]. Collaboration [HLZ+17, RATB+13]. Collaborative [KJR15, LPL14, MK11, ŌKA11, SNG+10, STBB14, TYL+18].

Collection [CCF11, CCC+10, IDVGMP+13, WBS15].


Colony [ZDZ+15b]. Color [BCP11, BU11, FET17, KYU11, LL11b].


Coloured [HWCZ16, JZ18]. Colouring [LL14].

Combined [Chi14, OJSO14, SS12].

Combined-Semantics [Chi14].

Combining [AsCTFP16, HM13, HHC10, LZHS14].

Comment [Ver17]. Comments [GG10, TCL15].

Commerce [LNBFPA13].

Common [CZ10, LWC15, PIIHC11].

Communication [ADBPLV13, AV16, AW13, Das17, Dim13, KSPR15, Kon10, OKG+12, QS15, RTE+13, SZ15, VO16, WNNZ17].

Communication-Aware [VO16].

Communications [CL13, GH17, HH17, LZZZ13].

Communities [AAZ13, FMRS17, LH13, WC+14, YMS+15, ZL15].

Community [CJYY17, DLL+13, Jun12, KCC15, LLV10, RMB11, XLM+14].

Community-Based [LLV10]. Community-Topic [DLL+13].

Commutability [DPZ11]. Compact [EB12, ZMW16].

Comparative [GAVRRL16, KV16, TBK18].

Comparing [HBDJ13, HMM11, MS11, SZ15].

Comparison [AHM15, CQ10, Do11, RCS16, STW+18, XLX17].

Comparisons [JS15].

Compatibility
[CFS13, CFS14, WDW12]. Competitive
[ADBPLV13]. Compiler
[JM12, MKW11, PBH15, RCS16]. Compiling
[LCMC11]. Complete
[KM14, LMMP16, XZL17]. Complex
[AHM15, Cro10, Meg16, Meg18, SY13, SSS+12b, VGA15, WHYH12, WDW12, YZLC15]. Complexity
[GdJ13, HHS+15, HJP15, AUB11].
[Compliant [YT16a]. Component
[Bro10, HMM11, ML13, MV16, TLRE11]. Component-Based
[ML13, TLRE11]. Component-Oriented
[Bro10]. Components
[EFY16, YEFVJ15]. Composing
[TLRE11]. Composite
[Elg15, NB17]. Composition
[BZS+16, NRZQ15, WXP+10, ZSX10]. Compositional
[HS11, YDHW18]. Compositional
[YEFVJ15]. Compositions
[MK15, Mer13, YEFVJ15]. Comprehensive
[JJO+17]. Compressed
[BMG12, DB13, FNP12, GHMP18, KXS+10, KBN10, MMB13, Poph11, PH15, SY13, TS17, WGL+14]. Compressible
[Bla13]. Computation
[Abd15, Aho12, ABL+18, Bac12, Baj12, BBDF11, BE12, Buu12, Che14, Con12, Den12a, DW12, Den12b, Den12c, Fra12, FGS15, Fre12, Gel12, LLZY15, LHM+15, Mit12, NSMS14, RR16, Rs12a, Rs12b, SH10, SCD15, WHL15a, Weg12]. Computational
[Aho12, KV15a, NBN14, Nil10, TSK17, Tra12, WHLI18]. Computed
[STW+18]. Computer
[Bra11, CZC10, GG10, Gra12, Han12, HS11, KHC14, LL15, NLH11, SM12, Trc10, BTHS12, GG10, Mal10, Mili10, Pen10]. Computers
[FGG13, LPD13, Lav12]. Computing
[ACW13, AJA16, BFCRH14, BGD+10, BGM+11, BD16, CFM17, CL15, CČS11, DB15, DN16, EFX15, ETR+16, GA18, Gur15, HSMY14, HHCLI10, HuRH+15, IJJ+14, IJM14, JAAA+17, Jar12, Jsl10, JSP13, KMSM15, KH14, KCZJ14, LHL16, MDS15, MH10, MGM12, NP16, Nur07, OS16, PB12, PSP14, PXG+17, RMFM15, RAJ15, Ros12a, Ros12b, SMLM14, Wak17, XTH11, XZA14, YCL15, ZSX10, dAEN+18, ÅHE18]. computing-intensive [ÅHE18]. CON
[WGL+18]. CON/SLK [WGL+18]. Concentrations
[LWK15]. Concept
[CHDP17, DBHC15, DSSZ15, M14, TMC15, ZDCZ18]. Concepts
[PTP10]. Conceptual
[SSS12a]. Conclusive
[GdJ13]. Concurrency
[YDHW18]. Concurrent
[ER14, HLC10b]. Condition
[LJC11, SAK16, XZL17]. Conditional
[LK18, LLTY13, LSLW15, SZL16, XZLL18]. Conditionally
[ZJ14]. Conditions
[NS16]. Confidence
[dMRGAS18]. Confidentiality
[HLLC11]. Configurable
[EY15]. Configure
[MT11]. Congestion
[HCL15, LWDZ16, LR14]. Congestion-Aware
[LR14]. Congruence
[HJJ10]. Conjunctive
[ChI14]. Connected
[HYZ17]. Connection
[CW12a]. Connections
[SMLM14]. Connectivity
[Fan10, GHFY18, OKA17, WWW16, WZF18, XZLL18, ZWFW15]. Conquer
[VvdAMG17]. Consensus
[BD14, YZLC15]. Consideration
[Fre12]. Considered
[Fre12]. Considering
[KKC15, SGG+13]. Consistency
[KLS18]. Consistent
[CL15, CFJ+10]. Constant
[AEHS15, KOTY17, ZM16]. Constant-Round
[KOTY17]. Constant-Size
[AEHS15]. Constants
[CW11]. Constellation
[OJS014]. Constrained
[CLSV15, JMG+16, KÖ14, KO15, LWC15, ZLYX10]. Constrained-Version
[KÖ14, KO15]. Constraint
[BBGM14, KLS18]. Constraints
[BBGM14, KV16, KKP14, QS15, SZB15, WWHL12, WS15, ZC10]. Constructed
[ZH15]. Constructing
[Dun11, KÖ14, KO15]. Construction
[BWLA16, BPBRT16, CFJ+10, EEK17, GWW+13, GWWC15, KM14, KTA12, WMS+12]. **Constructions**
[KOTY17, YLL+17]. **Constructive**
[CFJ+13]. **Constructs** [TKM11].
**Consumption** [AG12, GGZC11, LNBFPA13, PHB15, RATB+13]. **Contact**
[WBS15]. **Contagion** [TNWT14].
**Contagion-Based** [TNWT14]. **Contained** [ZLL+14]. **Container** [HHV17].
**Contemporaries** [Lav12]. **Content** [AAZ13, AGP10, AGM+16, GRVD+15, GLBS13, HGRV15, ÖKA11, PW12, PA15, PZPS15, PH15, SK18b, SMLM14, VBVP14, WZXL12, XLM+14, ZXZ+11]. **Content-Based** [SK18b, VBVP14, XLM+14]. **Content-Boosted** [ÖKA11].
**Content-Centric** [GRVD+15, HGRV15]. **Content-Modelling** [AAZ13].
**Contention** [CWCS14, PR11, ZTBW11]. **Contention-Based** [PR11, ZTBW11]. **Context**
[Cha10a, CL16, DG15a, KHC15, KBMA12, MHW10, PCLU12, RCTK18, RL11, SVP13, SSY15, Swa11, ZSM17b, ZTTM18]. **Context-Adaptive** [SVP13]. **Context-Aware**
[Cha10a, CL16, KHC15, SSY15, ZSM17b]. **Context-Awareness** [RL11].
**Context-Driven** [DG15a]. **Context-Free** [ZTTM18]. **Contexts** [SMLM14].
**Contextual** [WXZ+12]. **Continuity** [PSS10]. **Continuous**
[Dow15, EV16, Par15, Tra12, ZY17, ZYM18]. **Continuous-Digit** [Par15].
**Contour** [CLM16]. **Contrast** [DGFGHZ13].
**Contracting** [JZ13]. **Contracts** [vdALM+10]. **Contrast** [JDAS12].
**Contrasting** [LPP+13]. **Contribution** [Mal10]. **Contributors** [Mal17]. **Control**
[ATS15, CCUA14, Cha10b, Chê15b, CHDP17, HSMY12, HHS+15, HLC10a, HCL15, JCSZ13, KHC15, LWW13, LLLLW17, LKG10, SC10, WN11, XTH11, YDE11, YWFQ18, ZTBW11, ZLYX10, ZVH11, ZDL+17, ZLG15]. **Controllability**
[Cha10b, DH12a]. **Controllable** [WGL+18, ZHL+17]. **Controlled**
[GTS+11, WP17]. **Controller** [HXLX18].
**Controllers** [MT11]. **Conversion** [BE12, CLM16]. **Converter** [BG15]. **Convex**
[GF17, OJSO14, PL16]. **Convivial** [CvdT10]. **Convolutional**
[jLbLzH18, TYL+18]. **Cooling** [ZLG15]. **Cooperation** [NdMcDMM16, SGG+13]. **Cooperation-Oriented** [NdMcDMM16].
**Cooperative** [AV16, DA18, LHYW12, LE13, SJA17, WN11, ZYY+13, ZLX+15]. **Coordinate** [YKK18]. **Coordinated**
[TMOO11]. **Coordination** [KTTRJ10, RHF+15, RFMJ10, SVP13]. **CORDIC** [AK12, KJ11]. **Core**
[CXF+15, EDH+18, GMS+12, PHM+12, RTE+13, XZY+10, YGH+14, YS15, CL10].
**Corona** [QLZ18]. **Corps** [RMB11]. **Correcting** [ABS14]. **Correlation**
[XTH11, YCL17]. **Correspondence** [MUR10a]. **Correspondences** [WDW12].
**Corrigendum** [ED10, GIP+12a, HSZS18, KO15]. **Cost**
[ÅHE18, HZW15, LWS+14, LGHD15, LV17, PP17]. **Cost-Aware**
[HZWT15, LWS+14]. **Cost-driven** [ÅHE18]. **Cost-Efficient** [LGHD15].
**Cost-Sensitive** [LV17]. **Costs** [HJM12, MSW1+12]. **Coteries** [Kuo10].
**Could** [Sab11]. **Counter**
[BGM+13, SPRR+17]. **Counter-Based** [BGM+13]. **Countermeasures** [PZPS15].
**Counting** [KR14, ST17]. **Counts**
[DHW10, Ma10, Mkl18]. **Coupled** [Erg11]. **Covariance** [AAH10]. **Cover**
[ISD15, LWPZ13]. **Coverage** [CSS16, SP10, TU17, TMOO11, WZ17].
**Coverage-Driven** [SP10]. **Covered** [ABM12]. **Covering** [BBB+15]. **Cover
Deduplication-Based [LDLJ15]. Deep [KK18, Mur10a, TD12, VWR11, dLGCL14, KAZ18]. Defence [Nic11].

JAAA+17, JC10, LL14, TS17, WZF18].

Edge-Colored [HWCZ16].


Eect [SR10, Sta18]. Effective [BH10, CLS15, KRDH13, LLTY13, MS12, PK18, TPV18, WGGW14].

Eective [BH10, CLS15, KRDH13, LLTY13, MS12, PK18, TPV18, WGGW14].

Eciency [Chi16, GTM15, HYZ17, JWCZ13, LZZZ13, MSWI+12, SpdGPM18, SGG+13, ZYY+13].

Efficient [AS11, AGM+16, BWLA16, BGD+10, BACD13, CLS15, Chal0b, CTD18, Che14, CZCZ18, CCC+10, CFJ+10, CMY17, DA14, FP18, GWW+13, GLL+13, GBA18, GJJ15, HHL10, HXZ15, HNFRC15, HL15, HLC10a, HWX14, HLZ+17, IJJ+14, JDAZN16, KLT+15, LAP11, LIA13, LDI15, LSLW15, LWPZ13, LNN+15, LGHD15, LS+16, LZZ+17, LBIC14, MH11, MDSF12, MGZ18, NaMCdMM16, NHC13, OVGG14, OKA17, PPS14, PK18, PZZ+17, PCC+16, RJ18, SJ14, SGS14, SJ18b, SHL+15, TPV18, TT12, WL13, WHL15a, WT18, WDC18, WSR11, YC14a, YDE11, YLA+13, YS15, ZTBW11, ZYR+13, ZX16, ZDL+17, vDBvEW10, TCI15].


Embedded [CLL10, EFY16, HGZ10, HYZ17, JMB12, MS+11, MK11, PHB15, RH17, YGH+14, YS15]. Embedding [DDL+15, GY13, HLZ15, RMR+15a]. Embeddings [LLF17, RSW14].

Emergency [DFG10, FGG13, HLKL15, UKW+18].

Emergent [Cro10]. Emerging [OS16].

Emissions [MSWI+12, RATB+13].

Empirical [DCLN11, JWCZ13, aSPW+17, WCL17].

EMS [ZTBW11]. EMS-MAC [ZTBW11].

Enabling [JAAA+17, KJR15]. Encoded [LWC15]. Encoding [FNP12, TJJF12, VBVP14, YDHW18].

Encodings [JJO+17]. Encrypted [DCA18, Lop12, ZVG16]. Encryption [BVS+13, BWLA16, BR12, Che15a, Che12, CD16, GWWC15, GSW+16, GD15, HLLG18, HCT+15, Jia14, LMGC17, LMG+18, LSLW16, LTY16, LSLW15, LSQL18b, LW16, LYY+18b, LLH18, MZHY15, NMS14, PDNH15, PYS18, RD+16, S14, SG15, TCI15, TMC15, TT12, WP17, WDC18, WSM+12, XY18, ZYT13, ZWTM15, ZWL16, ZMM17a, ZY17, ZYM18, Wan14]. Encryptions [SLY+16].

End [MK11, MHMSH16]. End-to-End [MK11, MHMSH16]. Enduring [For12].

Energy [ACG+11, AG12, AV16, AGM+16, ARVR15, BGD+10, CLLH13, DA14, DSTC12, Do11, GM11, GHMP18, GLL+13, GTM15, GGZC11, HYZ17, JG15, JLS11, JWCZ13, KV15a, LZZZ13, LID15, LWPZ13, LNN+15, LZZ+17, LBC14, LSCG10, MSH+11, MSWI+12, OKA17, PBP15, PPS14, PK18, PZZ+17, RATB+13, SDN15, SpdGPM18, SJ18b, SHL+15, TPV18, WYL+13, WS10, Xie11, YDE11, ZTBW11, ZYY+13, ZYR+13, ZIJH17, ZLYX10, ZNQR15].

Energy-Aware [ACG+11, Do11, GM11, GHMP18, MSH+11, AV16, WS10].

Energy-Constrained [ZLYX10].

Energy-Eficient [BGD+10, DA14, GLL+13, LWPZ13, LNN+15, LBC14, PK18, PZZ+17, SHL+15, YDE11, ZYR+13].

Enforce [QS15]. Enforcement [Tan15].

Enforcing [WWHL12, ZVH11]. Engine [EB12]. Engineering
[Awa13, BS10a, Bro10, Ham12, Jar11, JK12, LMA+15, RLJ15, RMR15b, SL10a, TB10, DLGCML14]. **Engineers** [Har10a]. **Engines** [HWXD14, Lev11a, CMS10]. **Enhance** [CLL17, NB17, RL11]. **Enhanced** [DLL+13, GHXW16, LQZ+10, RHF+15, SHL+15, TV15]. **Enhancement** [DG15a, JDA12, VB16]. **Enhancements** [GRV+15]. **Enhancing** [BDT10, ER14, IA15, WWZ+17, YS15]. **Enriched** [GTI13]. **Enriching** [PRJS11]. **Ensemble** [DSZZ15, IK17, SZW+18]. **Entailment** [QS15]. **Enterprise** [HMY15, HMIH18, WRSV12, YHS+17]. **Enterprise-Ready** [WRSV12]. **Entitites** [CWWW14]. **Entity** [PWW+13]. **Entropy** [GIP+12a, GIP+12b, YGFL15, ZDZ+15b]. **Entropy-Based** [YGFL15]. **Enumerating** [YLW+17]. **Environment** [CC14, CDYC11, CLL17, CL15, FYF+18, FT11, LJM14, KLT+15, KZY16, LDLJ15, LJYL13, NNN+14, PZL12, TV15, XTH11, YHS+17, ZSX10, ZZLL18]. **Environments** [ARVR15, BY14, DSTC12, GB15, HLZ15, HLKL15, JSP13, LHMMXLl1, RLTZ17, RAJ15, RiCH10, SZB15, WWJ18]. **Ephemizer** [Tan15]. **Epsilon** [GJ16]. **Epsilon-Free** [GJ16]. **Equality** [HTC+15, LSLW16, MZH15]. **Equations** [BFF+15, GF13]. **Equi** [Ma17]. **Equijoin** [Ma17]. **Equivjoin** [WP17]. **Equilibrium** [SJA11]. **Equivalence** [Chi14, HJJ10, LYL+18, WDW12]. **Equivalences** [Cao10]. **Ergodic** [Ana10]. **Erratum** [DFTFT12, Ros12b, THP+12]. **Error** [FLCT10, LJA13, Ni16, PB14]. **Error-Diffusion** [FLCT10]. **Errors** [Cro10, LJA13]. **ESORICS** [Ver17]. **Essay** [CXH14]. **Establishment** [HH17, YNN11, dAEN+18]. **Estimating** [GTB10, WCCL17]. **Estimation** [CMSM16, GIB12, IS13, KLL14, LPD13, Ni16, PK18]. **Estimators** [Dow15]. **Evacuation** [DFG10]. **Evading** [RC16]. **Evaluating** [SZL15, ZLL+14]. **Evaluation** [AD11, BUB13, Bra11, ETR+16, HBDJ13, ISH13, JMB12, KV16, LHZS14, LFLJ18, LYL+18, MKN13, MDS15, MK13, SHR+11, WT18, XLX17, XXW11, ZDCZ18, ZDZ+15b]. **Evaluations** [ZM16]. **Event** [Fan11]. **Event** [ALH17, BL11, HL15, HZJS17, KH18, KW11, LFTH13, PBB+13, RSW14, WGS17, KOA15]. **Event-B** [KOA15]. **Event-Based** [RSLW14]. **Event-Driven** [LHF13]. **Events** [CWWK14, KHYC15, SDW13, Win11, ZYF17]. **Eventually** [GAS12]. **Evolution** [MT11, PC12, WEG12]. **Evolutionary** [B12, FS18, KNN12, SC11]. **Evolved** [Ric13]. **Evolving** [BJY11, SDW13, ZCL13]. **Exact** [CHL14, HLZ15, STW+18]. **Exactly** [QLZ18]. **Example** [ED09, ED10]. **Example-Based** [ED09, ED10]. **Exchange** [DG15b, FVS17, WSA15, WT10, YLL+17, vDBvEW10]. **Excited** [ER11]. **Execution** [CWS+10, LLpC16, NHC13, Q515, TIN11, YWY10, YS15, AHFE18]. **Exemplars** [SLZ14]. **Exercises** [SPS+18]. **Expanding** [BLS16]. **Expansion** [LTC+15]. **Expectation** [CTD18]. **Expected** [KOT17]. **Experience** [HXLX18, LCH16]. **Experiment** [TKM11, TaH11]. **Experimental** [WGS17]. **Experiments** [dRFMD+17, RDB14b, RHG+11, SLP11, SZL15]. **Expert** [YMS+15]. **Explicit** [HP17, KLA+15]. **Explicit-State** [KLA+15]. **Exploiting** [RL11, SSS12a, VB16, BFF+15]. **Exploits** [ZGC16]. **Exploration** [BGM11, HHDJ18, KLA+15, ZZLL18]. **Explorator** [KKBF12]. **Explore** [FT11]. **Exploring** [GIP+12a, GIP+12b, KLS18, YWDW12]. **Exponential** [AAHTH10]. **Exposing** [YSC+15]. **Exposure** [BVS+13]. **Exposures** [CZC10]. **Expressing** [ZV15]. **Expression** [GJ16, HBDJ13, MZW+18]. **Expressions** [AGR15, KV15b, PB14]. **Expressionness** [BE12, WVGP11]. **Extend
[TMC15]. Extended [BCK+11, BMG12, HZW+14, KV15b, QLZ18, SH15, TS17].
Extending [dLGCML14]. Extension [OJSO14, SVS15]. Extensions [LWL10].
Extraction [AFKT12, AHM15, BWLA16, CC11, GLBS13, NLDH11, PA15, PWY13].
Extractor [WLHH18].

F5 [LLY+12]. Face [CC11, CW12b, GB10].
Facebook [WCC17]. Faces [HM17].
Facial [MZW+18]. Facilitate [QO17].
Facilitating [KLA+15, WSR11]. Factor [CLH+14, CL17]. Factorization [YAM+15].
Factors [RMGT11]. Failure [CRGM14, GSAS12, dMRGAS18, WNNZ17, KT18].
Failures [Cro10, WLI+14, XHQX18, YAQ12]. Fair [DG15b, PR11, PZZ+17, SKK+12, WSA15].
Faster [MKL18]. FastSpMM [OVGG14].
Fault [CSS16, Fan11, HZHC11, SP10, Sin12, SZL15, WZF18, YWR+14, ZFL18, ZMSM13, ZX16].
Fibonacci [KBN10]. Fictitious [SL10b].
Fields [PG11, YTV16]. File [GHXW16, HYZ17, LY10, WHP+13, XXW11, ZGC16].
Form [HHS18, WVGP11]. Formal [DBHC15, LSTC11, SHH+15, mAYL10, ZW15]. Formalism [Das17].
Forwarding [CL18, MMH18]. Foundations

High-Priority [LHFF13]. High-Speed [ASG15, PW12, GIB12, MDSF12].
High-Throughput [MPS17]. Higher [ZZ17].
Highly [AS11, PBL14, ZX16, DT13].
Highway [GH17]. Hill [SJS12].
Hill-Area-Restricted [SJS12]. Hillston [BTHS12]. HISS [DT13].
Histogram [LL11b]. Histories [QS15].
Hit [MS14]. Hitch [CHDP17]. HMM [DA18]. HMC-Based [DA18].
Hoc [BAFF11, GH17, GGZC11, HC15, SJS12, SGG +13, YWSH10, YDE11, YT11, BBM10, WCKH10, ZYR +13]. HOL [AAHTH10].
Hole [WZ17]. Home [MMPB10, OKA17]. Homogeneous [HWCZ16, AG12].
Homomorphic [GHY18, WT18, WCXZ17]. Honey [RLVRGA15]. Honeybee [XYL +11].
Hop [LYPL17, YT11]. Horn [WJ16].
Horse [Sta18]. Hours [HSZS17, HSZS18].
HPC [WS15]. Huang [LLSW16]. Hull [PL16]. Human [HHS +15, IA15, Lev11b, SLZ14, WWHL12].
Humans [RBNB15, RB17]. Hybrid [ABC11, CLL14, CJYY17, CP16, FET17, FYP +18, GBBK14, GÁVRR16, HH17, JYP +15, KSH +14, LWZ17, LST811, LGHD15, NGAuH16, Ort11, SLV +11, WNNZ17, WT12, YC11, YC14b, YB16]. Hyper [CYTP18, KÖ14, KO15, YLC15].
Hyper-heuristics [KÖ14, KO15].
Hyper-Stars [CYTP18, YLC15].
Hyperbolic [AK12]. Hypercube [KSA12]. Hypercubes [BKP11, BK12b, MRPR15].
Hypergraphs [FSGS15].
I/O [AD11, DCLN11, GFPC16, LMR18, WHP +13]. I/Os [XHC +15]. IaaS [ETR +16]. IB [CZL14]. Iceberg [YC14a].
ID [LMGC17, TT12, TTH15, WT10, YLX +11, ZCL13]. ID-Based [LMGC17, TT12, TTH15, WT10, ZCL13]. Ideas [PTP10]. Identification [BS16, CZCD18, CAV17, GBBK11, NPTZ16, TA16b, VCA15, YGL15, YKX18, FFH17].
Identifying [FXV13, PHB15]. Identity [AS15, BWLA16, CZLC14, Chi12, GDCC16, GJJ15, HZX15, LMG +18, LTZY16, LSLW15, RDZ +16, SGH15, Wan14, ZMW16, ZYM18].
Identity-Based [AS15, BWLA16, CZLC14, Chi12, GJJ15, HZX15, LMG +18, LTZY16, LSLW15, RDZ +16, SGH15, Wan14, ZMW16, ZYM18].
Ideological [WCC17]. Idioms [ARR +16].
IGM [CQL10]. IIDness [Cao14]. ILP [MS14]. ILP-based [MS14]. Image [AD11, BWR12, Cha10a, CLM16, CW12b, ED09, ED10, HNAS18, HZA18, JJ14, JAD12, KYU11, LI11b, MBC15, MPP15, RDMRM12, SK18b, THY +18, TS17, VBVP14, WZXL12, YLL +12, ZXZ +11].
Images [BCPV11, FLCT10, FGR17, LJ18b, LLY +12]. Imbalanced [Kot11].
Impatience [HJM12]. Implementation [AAHTH10, BW16, CSL15, FRA11, GK16, Hie13, Hie16, KKM15, LAP11, LYL +18, LKG10, PSS10, PS17, RMP10, VBMH10, VGF11, YGH +14]. Implementations [WT12].
Implementing [XZY +10, vdALM +10]. Implicit [HP17].
Improvement [LYL +18, LLS17, NNN +14]. Improving [Abd15, BBM17, CSL15, Chi16, GFPC16, HXZ +16, HYZ17, LSW10, MS14, RRDC +18, SDN15, SWG13, SGG +13].
Impulse [FET17]. Impulse-Noise [FET17]. IMS [LQZ+10]. In-Kernel [GFPC16].
In-Memory [KTA12]. Incentive
[LZMY18]. Including [SLL15]. Incomplete
[HLL11, HT15, MRPR15, Mis14].
Inconsistencies [YSC+15]. Incorporating
[GK17]. Increasing [ELS11]. Incremental
[BLS16, LM17, SP10]. Independent
[CFJ+13, HJK13, NZ14, PT13, Sin12, WW17, YC14b, YLC15, ZTL15]. Index
[Cha11]. Indexed [AC14]. Indexes
[KTA12, NHC13]. Indices
[CBA18]. Indirect [NB17]. Indistinguishability
[FYM15, NBN14]. Individualized
[SCKH18]. Individuals [HTG12]. Indoor
[SCT18a]. Induced [DP16]. Induction
[Yil12]. Infection [ZFZ12]. Infer [LH11].
Inference [JDAS12, KKM+15, LM17, Ort11, QO17, Rig14]. Inferring
[KHYC15]. Infinite [DLL+13, Whi12a]. Influence
[CLM16, YCL15]. Information
[ACB17, Ano10, Baij12, BP10, Cha11, GTB10, GTL13, HLJ+15, IF16, JRC+10, Lev11a, Mel13, Mur10a, Mur10b, Nic11, Roc12, RKBY15, RLJ15, SRD+12, TK15, TD12, TSK17, TKB11, Uli11, YMS+15, ZHL15, vDBvEW10, BS10b, CMS10].
Informative [ACB17, Ano10, Baij12, BP10, Cha11, GTB10, GTL13, HLJ+15, IF16, JRC+10, Lev11a, Mel13, Mur10a, Mur10b, Nic11, Roc12, RKBY15, RLJ15, SRD+12, TK15, TD12, TSK17, TKB11, Uli11, YMS+15, ZHL15, vDBvEW10, BS10b, CMS10].
Initialization [RDB+14a]. Injection
[GDKP10]. Inner [LMG+18]. Innovation
[Uli11, BS10b]. Innovative [SHR+11].
Input [Kap11, RHH12]. Input/Output
[Kap11]. Insecurity [HZX15, Wan14].
Insider [AJA16]. Insights [TBBH18].
Inspection [PW12, VWR11, XLXZ17].
Inspected [ABG+12, DP13, FS18].
Instances [SW14, mAYL10]. Instantiation
[DPZ11, MGBD15]. Instantiations
[LYY+16]. Instruction [KL10].
Instructions [GK16, MKL18].
Instrumented [FT11]. Insulated
[LDZ16, LLS17]. Integer
[ACP11, CCY10, RAJ15, WT18, ZQ13].
Integral [KKMG15, PG11]. Integrated
[CFX+15, CL16, LfHmXjL11, RMR15b].
Integrating [AJ17, TKB11]. Integration
[DPZ11]. Integrity [FYMY15, MV16]. Intel
[CFX+15]. Intelligence
[Lev11b, LLV10, PSS10, SS10a, vDBvEW10].
Intelligent [LE13, MMB10, TMOO11, VBBR16, WLW+18]. Intensive
[EV16, ETR+16, RR16, AHFE18]. Inter
[BY16, SSK12]. Inter- [SSK12].
Inter-Activity [BY16]. Inter-Subject
[BY16]. Interaction
[GLL+13, KHYC15, SHR+11]. Interactive
[Fra11, LK18]. Interchange [SLP11].
Interconnection
[BLRT10, FWC13, KMNA+16, SAKOK11].
Interest [CQL10]. Interface [YGH+14].
Handles [PRG+10, KAZ18]. Interfacing
[JYP+15]. Interference
[QXZ15, YDE11, ZYY+13]. Interference-Aware [YDE11]. Interflow
[QXZ15]. Interleaving [TY14].
International [Ano10]. Internet
[CW12a, Cro10, DG15b, HZWT15, HLC10a, MDB+18, PZ18]. Interorganizational
[vdALM+10]. Interplay [SPdGPM18].
Interpolation [FLCT10, RT12].
Interpretation [BDT10]. Interpretative
[MWK11]. Interpreting [SVP13, TD12].
Interrogating [HLC10a].
Interrogating-Call [HLC10a]. Interval
[Bla13]. Intra [SSK12]. Intra-Task
[SSK12]. Introduction
[AO08, Ano10, DW12, Jay12, Lev10b, Llo13, Pek12, RA14, SS10a, Suz13, Maj10].
Intrusion [CN13, GBBK14, HLJ+15, NSMS14, SZW+18]. Invariant
[BÜ11, NS16]. Invariants [LYWZ17].
Inventing [Swa11]. Inversions [YTV16].
Invert [ZWTM15]. Inverted [KTA12].
Invertible [SLY+16]. Inverting [DKB+14].
Investigating [BY16]. Investigation
[JWCZ13, ZHL+17]. Invisibility [BN14].
Invited [BTHS12]. Involving
[OLL15, RB17]. IoT [CLLH13]. IP
[ASG15, EB12, FEDHL16, OKA17, SP15,
TJZF12, WB16]. IP-Connectivity
[OCA17]. IPE [ZM16]. IPTV [CLL14].
IPv4 [NK14]. IPv6 [ECL15, LE13].
Irrational [Sta18]. Irredundant [ZLL+14].
ISBN
[Gaz10, Jas10, Joh10, Lar10, Lev10a, Maj10].
ISBN-13
[Gaz10, Jas10, Joh10, Lar10, Lev10a, Maj10].
ISGcloud [RMFM15]. Isolated [YS15].
ISP
[ZWJ+14]. Issue
[Ano10, Ano17, Jay12, Llo13, Pek12, RA14,
RLJ15, SS10a, Suz13, ZWA14]. Issues
[AFG+17, AD11, FT11, LE13, PZPS15].
Items
[DJAJ15, SVG+15]. Itemset
[MDSF12]. Iterative [LCLL12, VGF11].
iTrust [CMSML16].
J [Gaz10]. Jane [BTHS12]. Japan
[NHM13]. Jari [Jas10]. Java
[AFGG11, BDT10, JMB12, KW11,
PILCH11, RTE+13, ZLCW14]. Java-Based
Job [SDN15, WGL+18, WLWL18].
Job-dependent [WGL+18]. Jobs
[LLPC16, WL18, J18]. join [Ma17]. Joint
[FGS15, SA11, ZLYX10, ZJH+15]. Joost
[Lar10]. Joost-Pieter [Lar10]. Journal
[BTHS12, GG10, Mal10, Mil10, Pen10].
Jungle [Roc12].
Kaaniche [Ver17]. KAD [CGE+14].
Karhumer [BCPV11]. Katoen [Lar10].
KEM [CLLC14]. Kernel
[GFPC16, XZY+10, XXW11, ZDM+15].
Key [BN14, BVS+13, Che15a, Chi16,
CMA14, ELS11, FVS17, GSW+16, HLLG18,
HH17, HWY11, HTC+15, Jia14, LLSW16,
LDZ16, LTW10, JSXL+18b, LCLL12,
LWL+17, LYY+18b, LLS17, LHL18,
MZHY15, PDNH15, SGH15, SLY+16,
TCM15, THP+11, THP+12, WP17, WT10,
WCXZ17, XLM+12, XGLM14, XZLW15,
YLL+17, YL17, YNN11, ZCL13, ZY17].
Key-Evolving [ZCL13]. Key-Insulated
[LDZ16, LLS17]. Key-Policy [GSW+16].
Keying [BCPV11]. Keys
[ABL+18, HLL11, ZMW16]. Keystroke
[XY18]. Keyword
[XZLL18]. Kleptol [XY18]. KNW
[ZDM+15]. Knowledge [DP13, Gaz10,
JK12, KKB12, LYY+16, M13, ST17,
SS12a, WXZ+12, YNP15, CPSK07].
KRAMER [STBB14]. Krzysztol [Gaz10].
Kullback [FET17]. Kurkan [Gaz10].
Kurtosis [YYY15]. KVM [LZL+15].
Label [PT13]. Labeling
[BKPS11, Cal11a, SAK16, ZQ13]. Labelling
[Cal11b]. Ladder [Mar10b]. Laguerre
[DBK+14]. Landmark [WHSW15].
Language [JLLH18, ML13, Ort11, PH15,
Sah11, SVS15, TKM11]. Languages
[LCMC11, PSS10]. LANs [HM16]. Large
[CL18, FFH17, KTRJR18, LH13, LW16,
LLDL17, LPV10, MDY15, WSR11, WT12,
WCW+14, ZHY+14, ZWFW15].
Large-Scale
[KTTRJR18, LH13, LLDL17,
LPV10, MDY15, WSR11, WT12, WCW+14,
ZHY+14, ZWFW15]. Laser [DB13]. Late
[Day11, Wet10]. Latency
[RASM17, YLL16, ZM16]. Latency
[RASM17]. Latency-Aware
[RASM17]. Latency-Resistant
[ZLL16]. Latent
[KKBF12, LR10, XLM+14]. Later [EEK17].
Lattices
[ACB17, LYY+18a]. Laurent
[Ver17]. Layer
[DG+15, JAL18, LHM+15,
OB18, RDB14b, ZLYX10, HNAS18].
Layered
[IMS10, PZ18]. Layering
[YYK+17]. Layout
[Gar15, SSS16]. LBP
[VBVP14]. Leakdage
[DA18, HHS18, IL15,
LTZY16, LSQZ17, S1H15, TTH15, ZY13,
ZWTM15, ZM16, ZMM17a, YZ17, ZYM18].
Leakage-Free
[IL15, LSQZ17, TTH15]. Leakage
[HHS18, LTZY16, }


Modules [PilCH11]. Moduli
[AJ15, BG15]. MOLAR [LGH15].
Monitoring [BEG+16, BDL+13, CCC+10, HM17, MGM12, NHMI13, SPRR+17, TAC+18, VKZ+10, WCL15]. Monitors
[Cha10b, IF16]. Monomial [Nil10].
Monotonic [ZZZ14]. Monte [WL13].
Moppet [BS10a]. Morphing [MB15].
Morphology [IA15]. Morris [Mil10]. Most
[CF13]. Motif [FGR17, GA11].
Motion [BY16, CDYC11, GIB12].
Motorcycle [SHR16]. MotorcycleSim
[SHR12b]. MotorcycleSim
[SHR11]. Movable [ACW13]. Movement
[ZYR13]. Moves [MM17]. Movie
[OKA11]. Moving [BDL+13]. Mp2P
[MK11]. MPEG
[AAZ13, Ang13, GLBS13, HM13, YOY15]. MPEG-4 [YOY15]. MPEG-7 [AAZ13].
MPI [CRM14, WT12]. MPI/OpenMP
[WT12]. MPSoC [CK10]. MRC [BG15].
MS [VWR11]. MS-DFA [VWR11]. MSC
[DH12a]. MSC-Based [DH12a]. MSCs
[DH14]. Muller [WLZ+15]. Multi
[ABL+18, ASS15, BHR10, BS16, BLRT10, CFMR14, Chi12, CLL10, DGFZH13, ELS11, GF17, GTS+11, GA18, GBBK14, GB15, GGZC11, HM14, HNAS18, HLZ15, LH13, LR14, LV17, LZN+16, MZHY15, MZW+18, NGANHU16, OR12, OKG+12, PT13, PB12, PW12, PXG+17, RAKJ17, RLZ17, RTE+13, RG14, RA14, SL14, SU18, SCD15, Wan14, WOLP15, WHSW15, WLZ+18, XZY+10, YGH+14, YYK+17, YT11, YLIS16, ZJ18, ZDL+17, ZLG15, dFHP+11]. Multi-Agent [CFMR14, LR14, PXG+17, RA14, ZLG15, dFHP+11].
Multi-Armed [LV17]. Multi-Authority
[ZDL+17]. Multi-Biometric
[NGANHU16, YYK+17]. Multi-Cloud
[GB15]. Multi-Core
[RTE+13, XZY+10, YGH+14, CLL10].
Multi-criteria [BHR10]. Multi-Dividing
[GF17]. Multi-groups [BLRT10].
Multi-Hop [YT11]. Multi-Label [PT13].
Multi-layer [HNAS18]. Multi-Level
[GBBK14, MZW+18]. Multi-Machine
[WLZ+18]. Multi-Measure [BS16].
Multi-Objective [GA18, HLZ15, LZN+16, RLTZ17, SU18, SL14]. Multi-Party
[ABL+18, SCD15]. Multi-Path
Multi-pose [MZW+18]. Multi-Proxy
[ASS15]. Multi-Query [WHSW15].
Multi-Receiver [Wan14, Chi12].
Multi-Scale [HL13]. Multi-Segment
[WOLP15]. Multi-Signature [ASS15].
Multi-source [PB12]. Multi-state [JZ18].
Multi-Stride [PW12]. Multi-task [RG14].
Multi-Threading [OR12, YLLS16].
Multi-Tier [RAKJ17]. Multi-Two-Party
[DGFGHZ13]. Multi-User
[MZHY15, OKG+12]. Multi-Way [HM14].
Multi-Weight [BS16]. Multiagent
[CCUA14, VRAC11]. Multimedia
[VCW14, KLA+15, OBA16, SpdGPM18, WT12]. Multicoupon
[HIDFGPC15]. Multicriteria [DG15a].
Multidimension [AA16]. Multihomed
[HLC10b]. Multilevel [NSA15, YMS+15].
Multilingual [Jun12]. Multimedia
[AGP10, GIP+12a, GIP+12b, HLC10a, NSA15, OB18, PZPS15, PYM+15, WLY+15, ZIW15, Zha15]. Multiobjective [ARVR15, GA11].
Multiobjective [ARVR15, GA11].
Multiple-Stride [HHL10].
Multi-Collision [HHL10]. Multi-Signature
[WOLP15]. Multi-Signature
[WOLP15].
Multi-Signature [WOLP15].
Multi-Signature [WOLP15].
Multi-Signature [WOLP15].
Multi-Signature [WOLP15].
Multi-Signature [WOLP15].


Network [AFG+17, AS11, BHAC10, BS16, BDL+13, CFM17, CCF11, CEG+14, CCA14, CBA18, DJA15, DAO14, FFH17, FLZC15, FY+18, GHMP18, GBBK11, GLL+13, GV16, HMZ15, HNAS18, HM13, HLZ15, HXZ12, HLC10a, HMH18, JC10, JYL18, KSPR15, KZY16, LR12, LFLJ18, LQZ+10, LTL10, MP18, MMH18, MDN+11, MT11, Meg16, Meg18, MMPB10, NG17, NRZQ15, PBL14, RDB+14a, RHH12, Sak10, Tam18, TST+11, Tim10, VKZ+10, VGA15, VKC15, WN11, WLI+14, WF10, WCXZ17, WCW+18, XHTH13, YZLC15, ZH14, ZL15, TYL+18, SKK+12].

Network-Based [RHH12].

Network-on-Chip [AS11, DAO14].

Network-Scale [CCUA14]. Networking [CL13, CZL+18, dRFMD+17, GRVD+15, HGRV15, MDB+18, RJS+17, ZHL15].

Networks [AG12, ABM12, ABG+12, AFGG11, ADM+13, AHM15, ABH15, AAH10, Ano17, BN14, BMM10, BL11, BEG+16, BMRS11, BAFF11, BPK10, BS10a, BK12a, BK14, CLSV15, CCF11, CLRJ14, CWS+10, CL17, CL18, DE10, DA14, DA18, DSC12, DLL+13, EA17, ER14, ELS11, FWc13, GPK11, GN10, GM11, GH17, GTS+11, GTB10, GTL13, GGZC11, HJS+13, HLJ+15, HB11, HWCZ16, HLC10b, HZHC11, Hua14, HC15, HLZ+17, HH14, IAG+14, Jay12, JYL18, KSA12, KL14, KNNK12, KAAE11, KXS+10, KCC15, KMNA+16, Koc10, KLT+15, KLS18, Kon10, LH13, LH11, LIHYW12, LL15, LZZZ13, Lev10b, LPL17, LZZ+17, jLbLzH18, LWPF13, LH+15, LC14, LCLL12, LWW13, LLDL17, LSCG10, LPV10, MDN+11, Mar10b, Meg18, MS11, NSRP15, NSA15, NK14, NB12, OKG+12, OKA17, OB18, PB12, PR11, PYM+15, PTP10, QLZ18, RDB+14a].

Networks-On-Chip [ADML+13].

Neumann [GDKP10]. Neural [BHAC10, BMRS11, BPK10, EA17, GV16, HNAS18, KHNK12, Koc10, jLbLzH18, NG17, RHH12, RG14, Tim10, Whi12b, WF10, TYL+18].

NIPSOM [VBMH10]. NMF [MP18].

NMR [ACP11]. Node [ABH15, BKP11, BK12a, CL17, DA18, LC14,
Node-Disjoint [ABH15]. Node-Link-Based [ZWJ+14].

Node-Pancyclic [CL17]. Node-to-Set [BKP11, BK12a, LC14]. Nodes [ACG+11, KTTRJ10, MS11, RHG+11, Vga15, Yt11].


Non-Deterministic [PS15]. Non-Determinism [HBDJ13]. Non-Deterministic [PS15].

Non-Functional [AKA15]. Non-homogeneous [AG12]. Non-IIDness [Cao14]. Non-interactive [Lk18].

Non-MDS [XHC+15]. Non-polynomial [LWYZ17]. Non-recursive [BACD13]. Non-reguar [WCW10].

Non-Spatial [ER14]. Non-time [WXP+10]. Non-uniform [WCW10].

Nurmi [Jas10]. OCLoptimizer [FAFD15]. Oded [Lev10a].

O [AD11, RTC11, GfPC16, Lmr18, WHP+13]. Oblivious [HsmY12]. Observations [ZC10]. Obtaining [PB14]. OCCI [YT16a].

Occurrence [GavrRl16, SK18b]. Occurring [LLZ15]. Oceanic [NHMI13].


One [AB1H15, Wcz17, XZLW15, YLL+17]. One-Round [XZLW15, YLL+17].

One-to-Many [AB1H15]. One-Way [Wcz17]. Online [FXV13, JmG+16, LZZ+17, YMS+15, Zc10, ZHy+14, Zhl15].

Online/Offline [JmG+16, OntCAAC [Khc15]. Onto [OJo14]. Ontologies [Aj17, DBC18, Ta16a].

Ontology-Based [Khc15]. OP2 [Gms+12]. Open [AGf+17, BCh+15, BY14, Kzy16, RJ13].

Open-Edge [BCh+15]. OpenCL [FAFD15]. Opening [Den12h, GdCc16, LlH18]. OpenMP [Mkw11, Wt12]. Operating [HXZ+16].

Operation [Mt11, Whi12b]. Operational [Tk15]. Operations [Ano10, ZdZ+15a].

Operators [JZ13]. Opponent [Sl10b]. Opportunistic [Bbm10, Ccf11, MKn13, Wbs15].


Optimization [Adml+13, Arv15, Arpm15].
BBM10, BBGM14, CFMR14, GMS+12, GA18, GTM15, HGZ10, KHK12, LWDZ16, LJYL13, LZN+16, OJSO14, RA14, SU18, SC11, SJ18b, WLZ+15, WLZ+18, XXW11, ZJHJ17, ZLYX10, ZZ14, ZDZ+15b.

Optimization-Based [SJ18b].


Options [PHB15]. OPV [HHHC16]. OPV-SLA [HHHC16]. Oracle [DH14].

Orange4Ws [PZL12]. Orchestrations [GS14]. Order [DCA18, KH18, WCCL13, WLZ+18, ZZ17].

Order-Hiding [DA18]. Orders [SV15].


Orientated [TJZF12]. Oriented [Bro10, Cal11a, HXLX18, MK13, MGM12, NdMcDM16, OLF+17, PZL12, MK11].

Origin [vdH15]. Orthogonal [BBM14, BZS+16]. Oscillation [RDB14b].

Oscillation-Free [RDB14b]. Oscillator [Erg11].


Outsourceable [QZZ18]. Outsourced [RDZ+16, ZDL+17].

Outsourcing [MK11, MK13, SR10, WWJ18]. Overhead [WKH10]. Overlapping [CMKJ10, JS15, WWB17].

Overview [YIUH14]. OWL [SVS15].

P2P [CLL14, EOIH15, ISH13, LY10, LHFF13, LFHF14, YLX+11, ZWJ+14].


Pages [WCCL17]. Pairing [HH14, LSQL18a, LGPRH14, YY17, ZM18]. Pairing-Based [LPFRH14]. Pairing-Free [LSQL18a, YY17, ZM18]. Pairs [ASS15, IL15].


Pancyclic [CL17]. Pancyclicity [CHK18].

PAPR [OJSO14]. Paradigm [RATB+13].

Paradox [Sta18]. Parallel [ABS12, CHL14, DN16, GLK+16, GJ16, yHRT+12, KK18, KTA12, OLL15, PB12, RLVRGA15, SHL+15, VBMH10, VMF+14, WHP+13, WT12, ZHY+14]. Parallelism [HK15].


Paravirtualization [AD11]. Parsing [SLZ14, ZTM18]. Part [KKMG15].

Partial [KH18, PS17, SHL+15, YWY10]. Participatory [PZZ+17]. Particle [NdMcDM16, OJSO14, SJ18b, WLZ+18].


Passage [BBDF11]. Passing [KTTRJ18, MPH14, VMF+14, YGH+14].

Password [FVS17, Lop15a, Lop15b]. Password-Based [FVS17]. Path [ABPILV13, BP11, BK12a, BK12b, DCLN11, FGS15, GTS+11, KLS18, LR14, LKG10, LLF17, MBRM15, SPJA11, WVGP11, Xie11, ZW15, ZFZ12, GGZC11].

Path-Classification [SPJA11].

Path-Consistency [KLS18].
Path-Planning [MBRM15]. Paths
[ABM12, ABH15, BK14, LC14, MMH18].
Patient [ZVG16]. Patient-Centric
[ZVG16]. Pattern [BBM17, Cai12, CFM17,
CAV17, DPZ11, DCA18, KX12, LA12,
LJA15, NPTZ16, NK14, OR12, OKT16,
SK18b, VWR11, WCW14].
Pattern-Based [BBM17, WCW14].
Pattern-Matching [KVX12]. Patterns
[FET17, GIP12a, GIP12b, HK13, Kha16,
WOLP15]. Paul [Maj10]. Paxos [MPSP17].
Payment [DG15b]. PC [SPJA11].
PC-Nash [SPJA11]. PCM [RRCC15].
PCM-Based [RRCC15]. PeakGraph
[LCZX16]. Pedrycz [Gaz10]. Peer
[GIP12a, GIP12b, LY10, YIUH14].
Peer-to-Peer [GIP12a, GIP12b, YIUH14]. Peering
[KSPR15]. Peers [RMB11]. Penalties
[WXLL18]. People [PRG10]. Pepa
[TZ11]. Perceptions [SR10]. Perceptual
[NS16, THY18]. Perfect
[BKP11, BK12b, YJ14]. Performability
[EMTSM18]. Performability-Based
[EMTSM18]. Performance
[ASCTFP16, AD11, Awa13, BBM10,
BGM11, BS10a, BCK11, Bra11, CTIA12,
CFX15, DN16, ECL15, EDH18, ETR16,
GH17, GMS12, GFPC16, GB15, Har10b,
HYZ17, YHRT12, JHL16, Jar11, Jar12,
Jay12, KV16, KAS13, LZZZ13, LMR18,
LJYL13, LGHD15, MK13, Mit10, MGM12,
NZ14, Pek12, RMGT11, SPRR17, SWG13,
WT12, WWZ17, YZLC15, ZYY13, EB12].
Performance-impacting [RMGT11].
Performance-Oriented [MG12].
Perimeter [PL16]. Permission [VN16].
Permissions [CK15]. Permutation
[LJ16]. Person [FFH17]. Personal
[Wet10]. Personalization [LNBFPA13].
Personalized [BDC11, GJQG14, HHHC16].
Persone [HSZS17, HSZS18]. Perspective
[VRAC11, HHH18]. PerTiMo [CK15].
Pervasive
[HHC10, LSW10, MHW10, SVP13, ZSX10].
Peter [GG10]. Petri
[Abd15, HJL16, PTOM18, YHS17, jZ18].
Petri-Net-Based [YHS17]. PGR
[Cha10b]. Phase
[DTFT11, DTFT12, ELS11]. Phenylene
[YLW17]. Philosophical [JHHC15].
Phishing [EA17]. Phone
[OKT16, SCKH18]. Photo [WHSW15].
Photographic [YSC15]. Phrase [KMZ16].
Phrase-Structure [KMZ16]. Physical
[JYL18, NLDH11, SPS18, WYL13,
YAQ12]. Physical-Layer [JYL18]. Physics
[Bac12]: Pieter [Lar10]. Piggybacked
[YC11]. Pixel [LTC15]. PKC [Ma17].
PKC-Based [Ma17]. PKE
[GWW13, HTC15]. PKE-AET
[HTC15]. PKI [YCR16]. Placement
[RAKJ17, RR16, TPV18, WCW18,
yZdZhZ18]. Places [BBDF11]. Plagiarism
[DG13, YWFQ18]. Planar
[BD16, DDL15, DDLM17, ZQ13].
Planarity [AD16, RH17]. Plane
[MMH18, YL12]. Planning
[LR14, MBRM15, SCT18a, SNG10]. Plant
[KYU11]. Platform
[AFGG11, CLL14, Mur10a]. Platforms
[BHR10, EHFV15, PHB15]. Play
[SL10b]. PMC [SL16]. PMCTrack
[SPRR17]. PMIPv6 [CHDP17]. PMR [SC10].
Point [AAHT10, ABS12, PB14, ZM16].
Point/Polynomial [ZM16]. Pointers
[Lop12]. Points [PL16]. Poisoning
[HLAZ15]. polar [YKK18]. Polarity
[WLZ15]. Policies [BH10, JCSZ13,
RRCC15, TAC18, TEP16]. Policy
[CP16, GSW16, HGRV15, LLpC16, SL14,
SL10a, SNG10, ZSX10]. Policy-Based
[SL10a]. Policy-Driven [SNG10, ZSX10].
Pollutant [LWK15]. Polygon
[Xie11]. Polygons [BCH15]. Polynomial
[WT18, ZM16, LLYZ17]. Pools [WSV12].
Population [MKL18]. Populations
[HTG12]. Port [BBK11]. Portable
PL18, RAJ15, TLRE11, Wet10, ZH14.
Programs [MKW11, Rig14, aSPW+17, YYY10, ZLCW14]. Progressive
[DG15a, ZZZ14]. Project
[HSZS17, HSZS18]. Projection
[OJSO14, WHS+16]. Proof
[CLZC14, LYY+18a, LYY+16, ZMM17a].
Proof-of-Knowledge [LYY+16]. Proofs
[NBN14, RB17]. propagating [GDKP10].
Propagating
[AD11, Nil6, WWC+11, ZFZ12].
Properties [ABG+12, CL17, MGM12, OLL15, SAKOK11, WEFJ15]. Property
[BPPBR16]. Proportional [LBIC14].
Prospects [PANH10]. Protected
[NSRP15]. Protection
[Lop12, Lop13, LO10, NGAuHQ16].
Protocol
[AOS+15, ABCG11, CL15, DSC12, DGGFHZ13, GH17, HLC10a, HH14, KSA12, KSPR15, LLN+15, LYY+16, MBC15, PR11, SM16, SJS12, SW13, TB10, WCKH10, WT10, YC11, YT11, YNN11, ZTBW11, ZZ1+11, ZYR+13, ZHJ17, OB18, HCL15].
Protocols
[CZCD18, Fra15, HLLC11, LWW+17, MPLDV13, NSMS14, RB17, WOV+10].
Prototype [KV16]. Provably
[BCKM17, IL15, WMS+12]. Proven
[Har10a]. Provider [HHHC16, HHH+18].
Provider-Based [HHHC16]. Providers
[LWS+14]. Providing [KS18].
Propagation [HZWT15, LCH16, NSRP15, SPJA11, YTT16a, AHFE18]. Proxy [ASS15, GSW+16, GJH15, HXZ15, LK18, LSLW15, MBC15, Tan11, WYML16, YMWS11]. PRS
[GLK+16]. PRSDs [BMG12]. Pruning
[LTTY13, STW+18, YLC15]. PS [Hua14].
Pseudoknots [SLL15]. Pseudorandom
[Ana10]. PSO
[LH11, NedMcMM16, TPV18].
Psychological [NC16]. Public
[BVS+13, Che15a, ETR+16, HTC+15, LLSW16, LSQL18b, LLH18, MZHY15, PDNH15, SLY+16, TMC15, TT12, WP17, YL17, ZY17]. Public-Key
[BVS+13, LLH18, PDSH15, ZY17].
Publications [CMSML16, ZTL15].
Pull-Based [YC11]. Pulse [Erg11].
Pulse-Excited [Erg11]. Purpose
Pushdown [KK18]. Pyramids [WW17].
Q [CCUA14]. Q-Learning [CCUA14].
QARMA [LJ18a]. QARMA-64 [LJ18a].
QARMA-64/128 [LJ18a]. QoS
[BZS+16, GN10, KSPR15, KZJ14, LQ+10, MPH14, OB18, SPJA11]. QoS-Aware
[BZS+16, KSPR15, OB18]. QoS-Security
[MPH14]. QPRR [KSPR15]. Quadratic
[KRDIH13]. Qualities [TU17]. Quality
[CXH14, GTB10, GLL+13, HL15, KZJ14, LCH16, LMA+15, THY+18, VZK+10].
Quantified [HSZS17, HSZS18]. Quantify
[HS11]. Quantitative
[BL15b, BL16, GRK13]. Quantum
[CCL+13, DP13, MEL13].
Quantum-Inspired [DP13]. Quasi
[BD16, DDL+15, PZ18, PYY+13].
Quasi-Automatic [PYY+13].
Quasi-Planar [DDL+15]. Quasi-Upward
[BD16]. Quaternion [HZA18]. Queries
[Ch14, ER14, MH11, SC11, SCT18a, SCT18b, TST+11, WGVG11, ZV15, ZLL+14, ZZZ12].
Query [CCC+10, DCA18, HLC10a, LZY15, MGZ18, SCD15, TSC+17, WHSW15, WWJ18, XLX17, YCL14a, YCL15].
Query-Based [CCC+10]. Query-Driven
[LLZ15]. Querying [AAH10, BdBG+17].
Question [CJYY17, Frt12]. Queue
[ASCT16, BBDF11, BV15, Dim13].
Queueing [LJ14]. Queueing [HJM12].
QuickSort [GK16]. Quorums [Ku10].
RAC [DDG+15]. Race [GAPF+14, YB16].
Radial [SAKO11]. Radio
[DA18, KV16, KTC+11, NB12, RASM17,
[CZCD18, KR14, LYY+16, MPSP17, PTWB14, XY18, YLA+13, ZJ14].
Ring-LWE [XY18]. Risk [Buz12, Cha11, HHH+18, OS18, SR10, TKB18, Zha15].
Risk-based [HHH+18]. RKA [SLY+16].
RKA-Secure [SLY+16]. RL [SVS15].
RNS [ABS14, Par15]. RNS-Based [ABS12]. Road [ZWF15]. RoboCup [RFMJ10].
Robotic [OLF+17]. Robots [Ros14, WCL+11].
Robust [ACW13, BCG12, Cai12, IYL17, LY10, MKK15, WLL18, YYO15].
Rokach [Lev10a]. Role [ZVH11, ZVG16].
Role-Based [ZVH11, ZVG16]. Roles [TKM11]. Roman [Gaz10]. Rooms [BBM14].
Rotation [CLW11, KJ11, LMP16]. Rotations [LCY11].
Round [KOTY17, L18a, LYD+18, XZW15, YLL+18].
Rounding [KJ11]. Route [HC15, WLL+18, WCK10].
Router [AS11]. Routing [AOS+15, ABH15, BBM10, BK12a, BK14, DSTD12, GN10, GM11, GTS+11, GHMP18, GGZC11, HK15, HH14, KSA12, KSRP15, LLN+15, SJS12, WCKH10, WSL10, WF10, WLY+15, YWH10, ZYR+13, ZXL16, ZLYX10].
Row [S18a]. RP [AOS+15]. RSD [XZ16].
RTCC [WW17]. RTCC-Pyramids [WW17].
Rule [CLH+14, JADAS12, LSW10].
Rule-Based [JADAS12, LSW10]. Rules [GF13, GBA18].
Run [BJY11, IF16, LHCN11, LWC15].
Run-Length-Encoded [LWC15].
Run-Time [BJY11, IF16]. Runtime [SVP13, ZDCZ18].
Safety [BCK+11, CLLL17, FFY+18, GH17, GB14, KSH+14, OS16, ZLWC14].
Sampling [DB13, RDMRM12].
Sanitization [RJ18]. SAR [WLW+18].
SAT [AGR15]. Satisfaction [BBGM14].
Satisfiability [Wak17].
Satisfiability-Based [Wak17]. Satisfying [SWLZ12].
Saturate-Then-Transmit [ZJH17]. Saving [ARVR15, Dim13, LSGC15, SDN15].
Scaleability [ER14]. Scalable [ASG15, DT13, HDFS15, yHRT+12, RTE+13, SBB12, VVR11].
Scale [CCUA14, KTRJ18, LH13, LDDL17, LV10, MDY15, NS16, OS18, WSR11, WT12, WCW+14, ZHY+14, ZWF15].
Scale-Invariant [NS16]. Scaling [SK12].
Scanners [BU11]. Scans [BB11, DB13].
Scheduler [CL15]. Scheduling [CL15].
Schedulability [CLSV15]. Scheduler [S15]. Scheduling [BHR10, CL15, CK10, CMY17, CWCS14, EMTSM18, EV16, GA18, HCL15, HJ12, JJ18, KL10, KCCZ14, LHFF13, LWS+14, PB12, RR16, SU18, SM16, SLW+17, SHL+15, SW14, TB11, VMF+14, WS15, WL18, WLG+18, WX18, WLZ+18, ZXL+17, ZW+15, ZYG15, WLL18].
Schema [ABS14, KKM+15, MDY15].
Schema-Free [MDY15]. Scheme [ASS15, CLL17, PDPD17, CL16, Dim13, HSYMY14, HDFS15, HP17, IL15, LCH16, LTH+15, LTZ16, SLSQ17, SLSQ18a, LHF13, LTC+15, LYY+18b, LGPR14, MK13, NK14, NG17, RR16, ST16, SPJ11, TN11, TP+15, UKW+18, WYL+13, WH15b, WWH17, WF10, XTH11, YWR+14, YLI17, YMWS11, YY17, ZM18, ZY17, DT13].
Schemes [BVS+13, CZCD18, Do11, HLLG18, HHL10, HMS+12, HCL15, LWW10, MS11, PDSN15, QS15, THP+11, THP+12].
Science [Ham12, MP17, Sun13]. Scientific [Lev10a, NP16, SML14, Tra12, WS15, YMS+15]. Scores [WCCL17].
Scoring
SE-Compression [Pop11]. Sea [Cro10].
Search [Chal0a, Che15a, CMSM16, CMS10, DCA18, EB12, FP18, GJQG14, HQL17, IJY+14, LSQ18b, TMC15, WDC18, XLM+14, KAZ18, Lev11a].
Searches [EDH+18]. Searching [LCXZ16, NZ14, PW12, YGLW15].
Secondary [SLL15].
Secret [CCL+13, DD10a, KOT17, LPL15, LTC+15, LJ16].
Secure [ABL+18, BVS+13, BWLA16, BCG12, BFMT15, CC14, CZLC14, Che15a, CMA14, DM18, DG15b, GWW+13, HJS+13, HLLG18, HH17, HLKL15, IDVGP+13, IL15, KS12, Kip15, LL15, LTH+15, LTZ16, LSL18, LHL16, NMS14, NSMS14, QZZ18, RMP10, RL15, SZN14, SKG+12, SGH15, SLY+16, TSL16, WDC18, WH15b, WMS12, WWJ18, YLL+17, YAM+15, YY17, YNN11, ZZX+11, ZVH11, ZVG16, OKG+12].
Secure-TWS [OKG+12]. Securing [ZDL+17].
Security [BJY11, Cha11, GMS11, HXZ12, HJS+12, Jay12, JSP13, Jia14, KL14, KS18, LE13, LSQ17, LYL+18, LSQ18b, LWL+17, LDB+15, LH18, MKN13, MKK15, MV16, MPH14, MMH16, MCM12, OS16, OS18, PZPS15, PDDN15, RB17, RMFM15, RMB15, RMR15b, TD12, TAC+18, Tr+10, TV12, TV15, TKB18, WSA15, YYK+17, Zha15, ZM18, ZY17]. Seed [ZXZ+17].
SEFE [AD16]. Segment [WLNT15, ZCL+12]. Segment-Based [ZCL+12]. Segmentation [CL16, KS16, MPP15, RDMRM12, SCK18, SLZ14].
Segmented [NPTZ16]. Select [LSTC11].
Selecting [MPLDV13].
Selecting [AAH10, GRK13, HPG+15, KJ11, KÖ14, KO15, LS17, SBBB12, SZW+18, TNWT14].
Selective [CL18, DSZ15, GDCC16, LLH18].
Selective-Opening [LLH18]. Selectivity [IS13].
Self-Coexistence [AZHASD14].
Self-propagating [GDKP10].
Self-Stabilizing [BPBRT16, DLV10, HJK13, LL14].
Self-Synchronized [DM18, HB11].
Semantic [CW12b, DG17, HS12, IJM14, JK12, TL13, ZDM+15, vDB1E10, FLZC15].
Semantically [MKW11]. Semantics [Chi14, GF13].
Semi [KV15b, XYL+11, ZWL15, XHT13].
Self-Extended [KV15b]. Semi-Markov [XHT13].
Semi-Track [XYL+11].
Semi-trusted [ZWL15]. Semirings [Möl13]. Sensational [YGFL15]. Sensing [A010, DA18, FZCL18, LZ1W18, PZZ+17, SJ17, TM011, KT18].
Sensitive [KSPR15, LV17, SSS16, Tan15]. Sensor [ACG+11, ABM12, AFGG11, AAH10, BN14, BL11, BEG+16, BY14, BS10a, CCF11, CLR14, CWS+10, CDY11, Cor11, DE10, DA14, DSTC12, DBHC15, ER14, ELS11, FT11, GPK11, GN10, GTS+11, GTB10, GLL+13, HJS+13, HLL+15, HB11, HZHC11, KAAE11, KTTTR10, KXS+10, KLT+15, LLY17, LTL10, LWPZ13, LCL12, LSCG10, MT11, Meg18, MMPB10, MGBD15, MS11, OKG+12, OB18, PANH10, RL11, Rö11, SJ14, SLV+11, SM16, SJ18b, SYH11, SJ12, TLR11, TB11, VRAC11, WN11, WZ17, WOV+10, WBS15, YC14a, YYWH10, YDE11, YNN11, ZTBW11, ZBY+10, ZLX+15, ZLYX10, dFHP+11].
Sensor-Based [MGBD15].
Sensor-Instrumented [FT11].
Sensor-Network [MMPB10]. Sensornet
[FT11]. Sensors [BY16, yZdZ18].
Separation [XZW+17]. Sequence
[CTZW+17, STW+18, SC10, VRD10, WCW10].
Sequences [Bla13, HT15, HT16, HT17,
SV15, SLL15, WWHL12, YWFQ18].
Sequential [Cha10b, GOR+10, LR10, OKT+16, Vel10].
Sequentially [CFJ+10]. Series [KNHK12,
NHM13, SCKH18, SZL15, ZCL+12]. Serv
[Che15a, Do11, GMSV14, JWCZ13,
LSQL18b, Mit10, RDB14b]. Server-Aided
[GMSV14]. Server-Designation
[Che15a, LSQL18b]. Service
[AAZ13, BZS+16, BDC11, BKBK14,
BCKM17, CWS+10, CCHL18, CL16,
DTFT11, DTFT12, EV16, GVVL12,
HMM11, HuRH+15, KCZJ14, LCH16, LP14,
LWS+14, LDB+15, LÖ10, MDS15, NRZQ15,
OLF+17, PZL12, PP17, WXP+10, ZSX10,
dAEN+18, ÅHE18, HHH+18].
Service-Based [LP14, LDB+15].
Service-Oriented [OLF+17, PZL12].
Services [Ang13, BV15, DBC18, Elg15,
FLZC15, GLBS13, HLC10a, HJM12,
IDVGMP+13, JSP13, KHC15, LPL14, NB17,
SBBB12, SVP13, SSY15, WWJ18, ZHL15].
Session [HLC10a]. Set
[AJ15, BG15, BKP11, BK12a, BK12b, BK14,
CLW11, LC14, LHL16, MSH+11, PH15,
RCS16, YCL15]. Set-to-Set [BK12b, BK14].
Sets [JK13, OJSO14]. Setting
[MZHY15, Ma17, ZHL15]. Setup [HJM12].
Seven [CFS13]. SFP [HRG15]. Shadow
[HZAZ18, KS16]. Shadows [YSC17].
Shape [CLM16, KYU11, NLDH11, SY13].
Share [LTC+15]. Shared
[CFJ+10, NSRP15, NHC13, OKG+12,
OBA16, WWZ+17, ZC10, wZfG15, PZPS15].
Sharing [CK10, CCL+13, DD10a, EOIH15,
KOTY17, LPL15, LY10, LRC+15, LZZ+17,
MK13, QZZ18, VB16, YC11, EFV15].
Shearlet [TS17]. Shell [WZCC18]. Shift
[ZH15]. Shih [Joh10]. shilling [TYL+18].
Short [GMS11, PRJS11, XGLM14].
shortening [WLWL18]. Shot [BP10].
Shuffle [GÄVRL16]. Side
[KH10, RDRB14b, YL17]. Side-Channel
[KH10, YL17]. Sign
[IMS10, LL15, JLBZh18, ZHY+14].
Sign-On [LL15]. Signal [CCUA14].
Signature
[ASS15, AEHS15, CZCD18, GJJ15,
GMSV14, GYH18, HHL10, HZX15, HP17,
LK18, LTH+15, LDZ16, LYY+16, LGPR14,
LSS17, OBA16, ST16, Tan11, TTH15,
WZX12, WLH15b, WYML16, WZHL16,
XGLM14, YMWS11, YL+13, ZJ14].
Signatures [GdM16, GMS11, HMS+12,
HH18, Ver17, WLI+14, YT16b].
Signcryption [CMA14, HWY11, IL15,
LSQ17, LSQL18a, YY17, ZCL13, ZM18].
Significance [BPK10]. Significantly
[YZLC15]. Signing [DGFGHZ13, YAM+15].
Signposting [TH11]. SIMD [HWXD14].
Similar [ZDCZ18]. Similarity
[Cha10a, DG13, HPG+15, NZ14, ÖKA11,
TA16b, ZZ17]. Similarity-Based
[HPG+15]. Simple
[Cha10b, LYY+18b, Xie11, ZH15].
SimpleLock [BB16]. Simpler [YLL+17].
Simplifications [ZTTM18]. Simplified
[RHF+15]. Simulated [HGZ10].
Simulation
[GLK+16, GB15, hHRT+12, Jar12, KOA15,
LDK11, LHL18, TKB11, WXP+10].
Simulation-Based [LHL18]. Simulator
[DFG10, FPC16, SHR+11]. Simultaneous
[DDL+15, VGF11]. Since [Har11]. Single
[ED09, ED10, HZA18, LL15, RH17,
WGL+18, WXLL18, XHQX18, ZHL+17].
[ZHL+17]. Singular [NS16]. Sink
[KAAE11]. Sinkhole [HLJ+15]. Sinks
[ABCG11, TB11]. SIP [PP17]. SIP-Based
[PP17]. Sirt [VGF11]. Site [DSB15].
Situation [KBMA12, ZFZ12]. Situations
[KHYC15, STBB14]. **Size**
[AEH15, WCXZ17, YWSH10, ZMW16].
**Sized** [GHA16]. **Sizes** [ZL15]. **Skeleton**
[YGL15]. **Skip** [FP18]. **Skip-Search**
[FP18]. **Skyline** [SCT18b]. **SLA** [HHHC16, DB15, HHHC16, HHH18, NSRP15].
**SLA-Based** [NSRL15]. **Slacking** [SHL15].
**SLC** [JTP15]. **SLC/MLC** [JYP15].
**Slices** [VBVP14]. **Slicing** [LCX14, YYW10].
**Sliding** [MDY15]. **SLK** [WGL18]. **SLLCs**
[RRDC15]. **Sloman** [Mil10]. **Small**
[ABG12, ARVR15, OS18, WCXZ17, YZLC15, YTV16, YT16b]. **Small-Scale**
[OS18]. **Small-World**
[ABG12, ARVR15, YZLC15]. **Smart**
[DSTC12, DFG10, MH10, ZNQR15, SKK12, XLXZ17]. **Smart-Context**
[MHW10]. **Smartphone**
[BDC11, LWKB15]. **Smartphones**
[PZZ17]. **SmartRec** [XHQX18]. **SmidICA**
[SK18a]. **Smishing** [SK18a]. **SMML**
[Dow15]. **Smooth** [LYY18]. **SMS3**
[LLY18]. **SMT** [AGR15]. **SOAs** [QS15].
**Social** [Ca14, DLT13, ECGK16, FMRS17, HY15, Hsu12, HLZ17, HZJS17, KHYC15, KCC15, KKBF12, Lev10b, MP18, NSA15, NRZQ15, PYN15, RKB15, ST17, SCTX18b, SLY15, SMLM14, STBB14, UKW18, LWL18, WCW14, WLY15, XLM14, XZA14, YNP15, ZW15, Zha15, ZHY14, ZL15, ZHL15, TTY18].
**Social-Aware** [SCT18b, WLY18].
**Socially** [CZL18, MK13]. **Societies**
[LVL10, SS10a]. **Society** [GG10]. **Socio**
[MK11]. **Socio-oriented** [MK11]. **SoClake**
[KKB12]. **SoD** [V16]. **Soft**
[DN16, MS11, WLI14]. **Soft-Failures**
[WLI14]. **Software** [AFG17, A008, A017, Bro10, dRFD17, GHMP18, Ham12, Har10a, JAAA17, KHC15, LWKB15, LMA15, LTL17, LL1DL7, Llo13, LCX14, Maj10, MV16, OLF17, PS17, RJS17, RASM17, SKKM15, TKM11, TLRE11, WB16, YHS17, YWQF18].
**Software-Defined** [AFG17, Ano17, dRFD17, GHMP18, JAAA17, LTL17, LL1DL7, RJS17, RASM17, WB16].
**Solution** [Fra15, HLKL15, KT18].
**Solutions** [KKMG15, PANH10]. **Solve**
[OLL15]. **Solvers** [AGR15]. **Solving**
[KLS18, NG17, WJ16]. **SOM** [VBMH10].
**Some** [BCH15, BBP13, LHL10, LCM11, SV15, Xie11]. **Sort** [WWW16]. **Sorting**
[LHCN11, TKM11, Tai11]. **Source**
[BY14, DG13, GRK13, JLS11, MBC15, RH17, RL11, Tah11, PB12]. **Source-Based**
[MBC15]. **Source-Location** [RL11].
**Sources** [JLS11, SP, WT12]. **Space**
[Ab15, BBM10, BUB13, BGM11, BWR12, PT13, SZB15, ZL15]. **Space-Filling**
[BWR12]. **Spaces** [BP10, NZ14, SH15].
**Spanner** [WH16]. **Spanning**
[BBPRT16, CFJ13, WW17, YC14, YLC15]. **SPARQL** [ZV15]. **Sparse**
[DB13, OVGG14, ZDM15]. **Spatial**
[ACW13, CK15, ER14, FGG13, JYL18, LPD13, RDMRM12, SDW13, SCT18b, TST11, VB16, WCL15]. **Spatiotemporal**
[NHC13]. **Special**
[Ano17, CQL10, Jay12, Llo13, OLL15, Pek12, RA14, RLJ15, SS10a, Suz13, XZA14, Ano10].
**Specific** [DAO14, TEP16].
**Specification** [JCSZ13, KW11, RVJ13].
**Specifications** [SLP11, ZSL15]. **Spectrum**
[DA18, SJA17, YHGL17]. **Speed**
[AS15, PW12, GIB12, MDS12].
**Speeding** [KTTRJ18, Rig14]. **SPEKS**
[Che15a]. **Spheres** [SAKOK11]. **Spiking**
[WF10]. **Splicing** [YSC15]. **spine** [RT12].
**SPMD** [BMG12]. **Spoof** [SP15]. **Sporadic**
[wZ15]. **Sports** [BY14]. **Springer**
[Gaz10, Jas10]. **Squares** [KO14, KO15].
**SRN** [YT11]. **SSA** [QO17]. **SSD**
[LJYL13, LGHD15]. **SSD-Based** [LGHD15].
**SST** [yHR12]. **Stability** [ZYWW13].
**Stabilizing** [BBPRT16, DVL10, HJK13, KSA12, LL14, SJ14]. **Stable** [Meg18].
**Stacking** [yzDZ18]. **stage** [KT18].


PRG+10, PP17, QZR15, RDB14b, RJ18, SZW+18, SHL+15, TKM11, Tah11, TB10, TS17, TA16b, TEP+16, VBVP14, WLZ+18, YCL15, YTV16, YCL17, ZH15, ZC10, ZYR+13, ZFZ12, ABG+12, AATHH10, ACPD11, BBM17, GHMP18, GA18, HZAZ18, IK17, KOA15, PHM+12, PG11, SRD+12, SK18b, TPV18, Yi12, ZH14.

Utility [Tam18, UKW+18]. Utility-Based [UKW+18]. Utilization [HWXD+14, SA11, TPV18].


Value-Coded [ECL15]. Values [CGVP15, RHH12]. VANEts [ALZ+17].


Vacation [Dim13].
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